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Abstract: By analyzing the Croatian and Vietnamese dcroat
d
sign which rep
epresents a uniique case of typ
ypographic soluution,
this article contributes
c
to the quantitatiive and qualittative
discussion on the design of modern
m
fonts. The
T main issue is
i the
problem of dessigning letters that are compoosed of a body and
a a
diacritical mark and that aree not present inn other Latin sccripts.
t letter desiggn is recognitiion, and diacrritical
The goal of the
marks must asssume eigenvallue of the letterrform from the fontfamily conceerned. Based on the assum
mptions of dcroat
d
character dessign, followingg measurmentss were conduucted:
thickness, verttical and horizoontal positioingg. In order to ennable
proper diacrittical design andd achieve legibbility, most com
mmon
practices weree established by measuring geometry
g
in diffferent
fonts and font--families.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
The numbber of digital fonts has been inncreasing constaantly.
Besides ‘old fonts’
f
digitalizeed by the type foundries,
f
new fonts
are arising rappidly. Problems that type dessigners have too deal
with derive froom a huge num
mber of glyphs which
w
are considdered
a standard parrt of fonts. Bessides characterrs and symbols they
include characcters with diacrritical marks frrom different sccripts
(i.e. Asia, Souuth America, Grreece, Eastern Europe...)
E
Special chharacters have a long culturaal history geneerally
unknown to tyype designers. That
T
is why it is important to educate type designers
d
and typographerss and raise their
consciousness enabling theem to producee or repair sppecial
characters corrrectly. That is hard to accompplish for an obscure
letter like lowercase dcroaat present onlyy in Croatiann and
Vietnamese.
When desiigning diacritics, it is necessarry to pay attentiion to
their thicknesss, position, sizee and eigenvaluue of the letterrform
from the fonnt-face concernned. In order to enable proper
diacritical dessign and achieeve legibility the most com
mmon
practices and mistakes
m
were established
e
by measuring
m
geom
metry
of dcroat diacrritical mark in different
d
font faaces.

TICAL MAR
RK DESIGN
2. DIACRIT
Fonts are mostly not reaady for the genneral use when they
first reach the market, so theyy should be carrefully edited foor the
purpose of a certain text/scrript. The way diacritics are made
m
depends on thheir designers’’ linguistic divversity. (Bringhhurst,
2000) In spitee of a large num
mber of fonts avvailable today, there
are still many that don't suppport European languages, let alone
a
African or Asian.
A
In Latin, diacritics aree used to add new
compound chaaracters to reprresent sounds. Some
S
of the biggest
font foundriess still use the baasic set of acceents when desiggning
fonts. This oft
ften results in a bad design annd confusion off type
designers. Letters with diaccritics must offfer readabilityy and
r
Lack off stylistic harmoony is
aesthetic valuee to the native reader.
most visible inn serif fonts. The
T basic letter of serif fonts has
h a
certain style and
a contrast thaat is missing in the diacritic deesign.

The accents shoulldn't differ froom the design
n of the givenn
typeeface, either by size or thickneess. Special con
ncern should bee
giveen to small sizess of letters (8-12pt) because off the possibilityy
of overlapping andd lack of recognnition. Positioniing depends onn
the letter
l
size (dispplay/text) and foont-family type (regular/bold)..
Thicckness should be
b also consideered. Diacriticss are smaller inn
size than letters, soo their contrast shouldn't be lighter or darkerr
but proportionally
p
s
smaller.
Kerninng should be do
one carefully too
avoiid overlapping or setting lettters too far apart.
a
(Březina,,
2009
9)
With
W
the increeasing numberr of available fonts, mostlyy
'Eng
glish' oriented, inadequate annd incomplete fonts are thee
startting point for typographers in need of rare linguisticc
charracters. In ordder to accomplish linguistic accuracy andd
creaate more compllete fonts theree should be en
nough availablee
inforrmation on raree special characcters. Every alp
phabet dependss
on th
he culture evollving for hundrreds of years. Type
T
designerss
and typographers should thorouughly analyze all linguisticc
speccifications andd technical apppearance of rare
r
characterss
need
ded by non-Engglish speaking ddomain. There will always bee
the need
n
to create or edit rare chharacters from existing fonts..
Diaccritics are mosttly misshaped, inadequate in size
s or positionn
(Brin
nghurst, 2000).
Microsoft's
M
Character Design Standards is th
he only officiall
and available resoource for diacriitic design. Itss purpose is too
mpile general ruules for charaacter design in
n Latin scripts..
com
Desccriptions usuallly concentrate on the diacriitic positioningg
and not the design itself. The bigggest sources of information
i
aree
the fonts themselvves, but they have to be co
onsidered withh
cauttion because theey can be misleading.
The
T most comm
mon diacritics are: acute, gra
ave, circumflex,,
diereesis and tilde (present
(
in all m
major cultures:: France, Spainn
and Germany).Thee bar in the lettter dcroat can be categorizedd
as: through (positiooned through thhe letter, attacheed to the letter);;
mmetrical, non--centered (basee dependant). Diacritic
D
designn
asym
prob
blems in the lettter dcroat are:: asymmetry, width
w
harmony,,
and cultural prefereences.
Balance
B
issues in asymmetriccal letters are based in findingg
the letter's
l
optical center.
c
If the diiacritical mark is
i misbalanced,,
the letter
l
will seem
m to gravitate tto a certain sid
de. Letters withh
coun
nters usually haave their opticaal balance aroun
nd the center off
the counter.
c
When the diacritic is properly positiioned, the letterr
must not collide with
w the next leetter. The width
h, advance andd
kern
ning of the letter must be adjussted to avoid co
ollision. In boldd
faces and sans-seriif fonts there iss even less spacce than usuallyy
giveen by the serif. The
T most comm
mon solution in the example off
dcro
oat is to shorteen the diacritic itself. Size and weight off
diacritics are cruciaal for recognitiion without wh
hich the contextt
and meaning can allter. On the othher hand, if the bar is too thickk
it caan merge with the
t serif or bow
wl. The biggest problem is thee
lack
k of standards. Western oriennted type design
ners cannot bee
expeected to be informed
i
of E
East European
n cultural andd
lingu
uistic specificaations. With diggital capabilitiees, solving thiss
prob
blem is possiible but rarelly accurate. The
T
necessaryy
know
wledge and innformation on diacritics design should bee
available. (J. Victorr Gaultney, 20002)

4. MEASUREMENTS
By measuring geometry of diacritical mark of the dcroat
letter from different fonts and font faces most common practices in designing were established. Different results were expected in serif and sans-serif fonts. Three values were measured:
1. Extension to the left (50% of counter was expected)
2. Vertical position (50% of ascender was expected)
3. Thickness (depending on the contrast)

Fig. 1. dcroat construction

Font
Serif-regular
Sans-serif-regular
Serif-bold
Sans-serif bold
Tab. 1. Results

x%
61
55
78
67

h%
50
51

H%
38
44
37
45

d%
136
119
123
117

It can be concluded from the measurements that the bar to
the left extends more than 50% of counter meaning that the
optical middle is a bit further. Serif fonts have smaller contrast
so the numbers are more similar to 50, but serif fonts have
greater contrast and optical middle. In bold faces these values
are even greater due to the bigger bowl and contrast. Bold faces
also have more diverse results (from 35 to 102%). Vertically,
the bar is lower than 50% of ascender in sans serif fonts, and
even lower in serif ones. Optical middle is obviously lower than
50% due to the x-height and serifs. Similar results were
obtained in bold faces. Thickness of the bar is greater than the
thinnest part of the letter but never thicker than the thickest part
of the letter. Serif fonts have thicker bars due to the greater
contrast of letters.

5. CONCLUSION
Fig. 2. Top: good solutions; bottom: extremely poor solutions

3. HISTORY AND DESIGN
The lowercase letter d with stroke in Croatian writing was
proposed by Đuro Daničić in the late 19th century. The idea was
to represent one phoneme with one glyph.
According to Microsoft (http://www.microsoft.com/
typography/developers/fdsspec/lowercase.htm) lowercase letter
d with stroke (also known as dyet or dcroat) is used in Croatian,
Vietnamese, Macedonian and Serbian language. Its design is
based on the lowercase d with an added bar. The bar should be
of the same thickness as other lowercase characters with bars.
Vertically the bar should be visually centered between the xheight and the ascender. It should horizontally extend to the
right of the stem similarly to the serif in serif designs and
enough to be visible at small size but not long enough to cause
spacing problems for sans serif designs. To the left, the bar
should extend approximately one half the width of the lower
bowl of the d. The advance width should be the same as
the lowercase d. In sans serif designs it may be necessary for
the advance width of this character to be greater than
the lowercase d to visually compensate for the bar. Thickness
and position of the bar should be determined by the contrast of
the letter and x-height. The bar shouldn't be too short, the ideal
length starts with the optical center of cthe letter. The capital
letter dcroat (Đ) looks the same as the Icelandic Eth so it won't
be discussed in this article.
When the 7-bit ASCII code was used it was not possible to
use dcroat due to lack of space, but when the extended 8-bit
systems were introduced, dcroat's position in all the major code
systems (MS Windows 1250, IBM-1129, ISO-8859 Latin 2,
Mac OS Croatian) was 240 (decimal) or F0 (hexadecimal). In
16-bit Unicode standard that supports thousands of glyphs,
dcroat has the space U+0111. (Wells, 2000)

The goal of the font design is recognition and legibility.
But, there is insufficient information on the appearance of rare
characters not present in the Western cultures, especially East
European letters composed of a body and diacritical marks. One
instance of this problem is designing the letter dcroat present
only in Croatian and Vietnamese scripts and consisting of the
small letter d with an added bar. By measuring the geometry of
this diacritical mark general rules were established concerning
its width, vertical position and thickness. The most common
mistakes and problems in diacritics design were discussed and
solutions were proposed. Besides geometry, style and culture
should be considered. Nowadays, many fonts are available for
usage, but a few offer appropriate and legible solutions for each
special character needed in each culture and script. Discussion
conducted in this article forms encouragement and motivation
for new typographical solutions and repairs of other diacritical
problems present.
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